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We will consider in this note 0-cycles on a complete non-singular algebraic surface F over the field C o f complex numbers. We will use the language o f schemes, and every scheme will be assumed separated and of finite type over C. In a very extensive set of papers, Severi set up and investigated the concept of rational equivalence (cf. [2 ] , [3 ] , [4 ] , [5 ] among many others). It is not however very easy to find a precise definition in Seven's work, and there was a good deal of discussion on this point a t the International Congress o f 1954. A much more elementary approach was worked out by Chevalley in his seminar "Anneaux de Chow" [1] . For 0-cycles on F, the most elementary definition is this:
Let E"-group of permutations on n letters.
Let S"F= FlE", the nth symmetric power of F {Al A effective 0-cycle of degree n on F } .
S S S e t D efin ition : 2 0-cycles A1, A2 of degrees n, and n2 are rationally equivalent if n1 = n2 and 3 a 0-cycle B o f degree m such that 241 + B and A2 + B are effective, corresponding to points x 1 , x2E S 'F , and 3 a morphism f : and since S2's is a locally free sheaf, it suffices to check this at points of codim ension 1. Let T be the normalization of S. T h e n the pullback o f eij is regular on T at all points of codimension 1, hence the pull-back o f vf is also regular on T at all points of codimension 1.
But vf tim es the order n o f G/H is the trace of its pull-back, and since n O in C, vf is regular at points of codimension 1.
More generally, suppose we have any diagram:
is reduced a n d p is a dominating m o rp h ism . Then vf satisfies the condition: P 
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In view of the lemma, 77/ h as the property that for any diagram:
We can now prove f u n c to r ia lity of 7if in f : suppose w e are given w ith S , and S 2 non-singular. Then I claim h*(72.0 = 7 2fi • let = (S i xyX ),ed , ( S 2 x y X ) ,,d , and use the diagram: Before proving the theorem, we need 2 lemmas. For the first, suppose we are given 2 morphisms
Then let f *g denote the composition:
( f S ' F x S 'F S"+-F
where 7 r is the obvious map. 
Pi
S ----) • S ' F , S --. S m .F . f g
Then p* (r2 f ) =7* (,00 ) ) + torsion and p* 0 2 0 = k* (o)(-)) + torsion. B u t we get also the diagram: 
g1(M00)=P2(e1 (w)) + (w)
all W E W " and e, is surjective.
Proof: W e d iv id e u p the pairs (A , B ) S "F x S "F such that A B into sets S""", where
Then it is easy to check using the Chow variety o f S '" F that S,",, is Zariski-closed and we may take the Z , to be the components of the S.,p's. 
W = { ((A , B), C, g)! g(0) = A + C , g (0 0 ) B + QED
We can now prove the theorem. Given f :S->S"F such that all the 0-cycles f ( s ) are rationally equivalent, fix a base point A 0 E Image ( f ) . It follows from lemma 3 that there is a non-singular variety T , a dominating morphism e : T -->S, and morphisms g h : T x Pi-->S" F such that: This disproves (3 ) of the introduction, hence also (1 ) and (2) .
h(t, 0) = g(t) + f (e(t)) h (t, 0 .) g (t)+
